DNA-binding protein searches for its target: Non-monotonic dependence of the search time on the density of roadblocks bound on the DNA chain.
The search of DNA-binding proteins for their target sites positioned on DNA plays a very important role in many cellular processes, and this search process combines 3D excursions in the bulk solution with one-dimensional sliding along the DNA chain. In living cells, there exist roadblocks along DNA chain formed by other proteins; however, the role of the roadblock in search rate is poorly understood. Based on 3D Langevin dynamics simulations, we have investigated the effect of the blocker on the search dynamics. For a pair of symmetrically placed blockers with respect to the target, we find that, with increasing the distance between the blocker and the target, the search time, τ, rapidly decreases and then saturates. For randomly placed blockers with density ϕ, τ may initially increase to its maximum and then unexpectedly decreases with increasing ϕ, or always increase with ϕ, depending on the nonspecific interaction strength and the volume fraction of DNA in the system. The previous contradicted results on the role of the blocker in search time are reconciled by these findings. Particularly, the nonmonotonic behavior of τ with ϕ indicates that blockers may facilitate the search after a critical ϕ.